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To form wire easily, first anneal it; next, form or bend it to the
desired shape; and then heat-treat the part back to spring
condition—that is, temper it. First the wire should be annealed
at the location to be bent. To anneal it, heat the wire with a
torch until it becomes a bright cherry red—about 1400 degrees
Fahrenheit. Let it cool completely to the touch. Don’t quench
it or blow on it. Just let it cool naturally away from any drafts.
The wire should now be in the RC25 soft range, and it will
bend easily. After forming, once again heat the wire with a
torch until it becomes bright cherry red, but this time quench it
—that is, cool it rapidly by immersing it in room temperature
water. Plunge the steel into the water with a twisting, swirling
motion to keep water vapor from insulating the wire against
the cooling action of the water. At this point the wire should be
very hard, probably above RC60. To test the hardness, try to
make a mark on the worked area with a file. The file should
slide off without cutting into the steel at all. If it cuts the wire,
try the heat and quench cycle again. If the file still cuts the
wire, it isn’t high carbon steel. Get another piece of wire and
start over -- you won’t be able to add the necessary carbon to
low-carbon steel. When the file test signals success, the wire is
ready for the final step, but not for use, because it’s very hard
and quite brittle, and will probably snap off. The final step is
to temper the wire back to the desired hardness. Tempering is a
form of annealing but is controlled so that the steel achieves a
specific hardness. Start by sanding the wire with steel wool or
emery cloth. Then heat it gradually with the torch. Watch for
the following colors as a guide: straw color (350 degrees),
followed by dark blue (600 degrees), and then medium blue
(750 degrees). At this point, remove the wire from the heat and
allow it to cool slowly. Don’t quench it or blow on it; just let it
cool naturally in still air. Once the steel returns to room
temperature, it should be at the target RC45 hardness, which
has a good spring temper. Try the file test again. You should be
able to make a mark now, but only with some effort. If it
passes this test, the wire is properly tempered.

